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VISION

TO BE A HOLISTIC INSTITUTE OF ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE 

INSTRUMENTAL IN EMPOWERING ITS STUDENTS FOR 

CONSTRUCTIVE AND SUSTAINED ENGAGEMENT WITHIN THE  

SOCIETY AND SHAPING THEM INTO PRECURSORS OF 

CONTEMPORARY GLOBAL LEAGUE.

MISSION

THE COLLEGE MISSION STATEMENT “GYANMAYO BHAVA”, 

SIGNIFIES AT REFINING THE PEDAGOGIC EXPERTISE BY PROVIDING 

DYNAMIC, LIBERAL AND RELEVANT EDUCATION TO THE STUDENTS 

FROM ALL WALKS OF SOCIETY AND EQUIP THEM WITH THE 

REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS TO FACE THE CHALLENGES OF 

THE GLOBAL SCENARIO.
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Reading furnishes the mind only with materials of knowledge; it is thinking 
that makes what we read ours.”

- John Locke

Writing skill is the only weapon which helps to improve one's communication skill and  

also filter's one's knowledge and brain to the point of value. Hence we at Padmashree 

Bhausaheb Vartak College and Narsinh Govindrao Vartak Junior College provide a platform to 

the students to showcase their intelligence, education and critical thinking skills through the 

medium of this magazine.

       Our annual magazine is a collection of articles, poems and stories written mainly by the 

students, teachers and past pupils. The magazine records the achievements of students as well 

as teachers in the fields of academics, cultural, sports and extra curricular activities during the 

whole academic year and also congratulate them for their hard work.

      With this our magazine also provides training to students for better utilisation of their 

leisure time, and also develop in the students a sense of loyalty towards the institutions and 

feel pride for their achievements. Hence, right from the beginning of the year our creative and 

editorial committee members take efforts and work together towards the publishing of this 

magazine through their zealous and relentless efforts.

1. Mrs. Sheetal Koradkar

2. Mrs. Vanessa Pereira

3. Mrs. Ulrika Rodrigues

4. Mr. Nikhil Naik

5. Ms. Farheen Khan

6. Mrs. Sheetal Vartak

1. Patil Dhruv Sameer

2. Khandekar Om Milind

3. Talavdekar Runali Rajendra

4. Ghadi Aaarti Arjun

5. Patade Aishwarya Vinod

6. Tupe Rutuja Rohidas

7. Satardekar Prerna Madhusudan

EDITORIAL COMMITTEE (STAFF)

EDITORIAL COMMITTEE (STUDENTS)

Editorial Message
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“Dreams work only when you begin to work”

A.V.A Education Society’s, Padmashree Bhausaheb Vartak College and 

Narsinh Govindrao Vartak Junior College aim at giving wings to dreams of 

students who shelter under the canopy of our college. We nurture and facilitate 

every child's in borne capabilities and enable them to work towards their dream. 

As the saying goes “A good start is half the job done”,our teachers kick start 

the academic year with such zeal and enthusiasm that students too are charged 

to achieve their best. Doing new things and being ever ready for change is the 

focus of our faculty.

The purpose of an educational institution is to create an energy and 

momentum among the children, to add meaning to a student’s life. And so as we 

have embarked on this journey of education we aim towards holistic 

development of our students. We’ve based our teaching learning process on the 

leitmotif given by Aristotle “Quality is not an act; it is a habit “

- Shri Vikas Narsinh Vartak

From the Desk of President...
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“Good education is a foundation for a better future.” 

– Elizabeth Warren

A.V.A Education Society’s Padmashree Bhausaheb Vartak College and 

Narsinh Govindrao Vartak Junior college has always aimed at achieving 

academic excellence, cultural and leadership achievements. Our college also 

helps in building responsible citizenship to meet the challenges of the future 

world confidently. This College that is being run under the aegis of well-

established management has earned its own apex in and around the Vasai - Virar 

belt. Our college has a distinguished reputation in field of sports and cultural 

activities. Our students are winning accolades at University, District Level and 

State Level competitions. Moreover, self discipline is also inculcated among the 

students in our campus which teaches the students to value time management 

and punctuality.

       I am self-assured that Padmashree Bhausaheb Vartak College and Narsinh 

Govindrao Vartak Junior College will prove itself by adding new leaf to the glory 

of success because full participation in academic and co-curricular programmes 

and willingness to act responsibly as an individual within our educational 

environment are the factors that enable all to have a successful and enjoyable 

year.

- Mrs.  Sarika Rawat

(Principal)

From the Principal...Desk of 
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‘Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all’

                                                                                   - Aristotle

Padmashree Bhausaheb Vartak College and Narsinh Govindrao Vartak 

Junior college proclaims a powerful vision for the future of our young students 

and has a profound understanding of responsibility to help shape their lives. Our 

institution aims to prepare the  students to walk on the "untrodden" path with 

keen discipline and internal motivation to accomplish success.

We here understand the importance of individuality, creativity as well as 

innovation and attempt to foster all these in our students. We try to groom our 

students to become confident, expressive and open-minded young citizen, 

ready to mould themselves into the global society with dignity and honour. We 

also equip them with ethos of moral and ethical principles.

   

- Mrs. Sheetal Koradkar

(Supervisor)

From the Supervisor’s Pen….?
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is generally used to depict the struggle of all these people who struggle to gain access to
resources and aspire to get full participation in the social life. It is found that when they are
socially, politically and legally ignored, excluded or neglected they are vulnerable to livelihood
changes which leads to them being marginalized.

The Muslims in India are the largest group of minorities who have faced numerous
difficulties and spatial differences, insecurity and intolerance under the guise of appeasement.
The Sachar Committee report titled “The Social, Economic and Educational Status of the Muslim
Community” published in 2006 brings out the exact picture of the Muslims in India. The
Muslims in India who carry the double burden of being 'anti national' and being 'appeased'
even today await for an identity of their own  in the nation where policies and behavior of the
people change along with the change in the ruling government. There is a sense of 'otherness'
amongst this community which feels alienated and marginalized in the country which their
ancestors called 'home'. Presently, the resurgence of hindutva once again has identified the
Muslims as 'others' creating a rift of 'us' and 'them' within the secular structure of our nation.
What further nailed the feeling of 'otherness' was the rise of 'Islamophobia' after the 9/11 attack
on the Twin towers in America , resulting into world wide exaggeration of negative stereotype of
discrimination, marginalization and exclusion of Muslims from the socio-political and civic life
worldwide.

The democratic and secular base of the Indian society still provides a ray of hope to this
community and all those who empathize for the cause of equality and 'Indianness'. Numerous
scholars, literatis and artists worldwide have been instrumental in being the voice of these
voiceless making the existence of these 'others' felt in the world. Undoubtedly, art and literature
creates an emotional bonding. It helps us to bind emotionally and express our grievances
against the system which tries to divide the masses. It is here where the most revered form of art-
FILMS step in, portraying the harsh realities of life they also stand out with the solutions to all
those situations where the machineries of the government fail to fill the void.

The Hindi film industry known as 'Bollywood' reigns the Indian entertainment Industry. It
is known as a source of entertainment and is instrumental to bring about social and political
changes in India. In a secular state like India it is Bollywood which has played a convincing role
in nurturing the values of nationalism, secularism and Indianness. Iqbal Masud a noted film
critic argued “It is in the domain of popular cinema that the diverse culture of India met and
negotiated their difference. They did not merge but worked in harmony. In fact, harmony is the
key word in Indian cinema. It is the one Indian-Cultural-Industrial structure that has resisted
separatism. It is because of this element that Indian Cinema has become over the past 50 years
despite its many distortions and contradictions a major instrument of national consolidation, a
true unity in diversity.”

Bollywood is like a 'social microcosm'of India, every religion and religious aspects are



architecture and designing skills influenced by the mughal and the afghan style.

The industry followed the pattern of exoticism, marginalization and demonization to
represent the Muslims. The pre and the post independence era exemplified the bygone mughal
reign and rulers and their romantic and adventurous exploits. There was no place for the
commoner 'Muslim'; the depiction was of that world which was a epitome of grandeur,
architecture, characters and stories. The era of 1970's and 1980's saw the disappearance of the
Muslim social from the screen. There emerged a new mode of representation within the Muslim
community known as 'marginalization'. The representation was of such stereotyped characters
having typical features to get recognized as distinctively as Muslims with the use of language,
speech, religious patterns, and also their role in the society. This era used these Muslim
characters only as Mise-en-scene.

The late 1990's and the early 2000's altered the pattern of Muslim representation. The
protagonist secured a substantial presence within the narrative. But, now the representation
was in the form of characters who donned the roles of antisocial elements like corrupt officers,
power hungry politicians and small time crooks and criminals and more specifically terrorist
who is against the political situation in India. The present era from 2010 onwards harnesses the
secular and unifying aspect of the society. Filmmakers have tried to bring home the message of
'humanity' which upholds the standard of human life to be at the paradigm of the social norms.
It talks of neo-nationalism and brings a ray of hope into the heavily prejudiced society that
needs to articulate its rights not as divided but as a unified front.

“I don't know if cinema can actually bring about change in the society. But, cinema can
certainly be a vehicle for creating social awareness. I believe in egalitarianism and every
person's awareness of human rights. Through my films I can say, “Here is the world and here
are the possibilities we have”. Eventually it is to offer an insight into life, into experience into a
certain kind of emotive/ cerebral area”- Shyam Benegal.

Anubhav Sinha's 2018 creation 'MULK' describes the above mentioned insight that
Benegal talks of. It is a cleverly made mainstream film which is an excellent example of how
single film can make a sincere and honest effort to dispel the long-held belief among the
majority that Islam and terrorism go together and that mainly after 9/11 the two are
inseparably mingled. It throws light on how people fall prey to political agendas that intend to
divide the country on the basis of 'us' and 'them'. It digs deeper into how hate propaganda
against any religion is destructive for anation and the very fabric of our society. Today, we stand
up to fight this hatred against the Muslims and dispel the paranoia that stems from
Islamophobia. We need to go back and understand what secularism truly means, and ask
ourselves if our actions go against the very essence of secularism. Throughout its dialogue
laden narrative the film reiterates for umpteenth time, that “terrorism has no religion”.

The film opens to the camera taking us on a visual journey of the city of Benares known



member of the cast in real life is a Hindu while explaining his purpose in doing so he states ,
“Had I taken Muslim actors to play any role in the film, It would have 'infected'  the point which I
was trying to make”. The protagonist Murad Ali (Rishi Kapoor), a lawyer by profession has to go
about reclaiming his family honor lost at the hands of his wayward nephew Shahid (Pratik
Babbar), whose involvement in terrorist attack at Allahabad gets him killed in a police
encounter. The entire family comes under the scanner and an interrogation that follows suit
finds Mohammad Ali (Manoj Pahwa) as a suspect in helping his son carry out the terror attack.
Murad Ali now with the help of his daughter-in-law Aarti (Tapsee Pannu) step in to defend Bilal.

The court room scene compels us to think about the extreme Islamophobia that exists
around us. Sometimes, without us being even cognizant about it. The religious profiling has
created a fear psychosis amongst Muslims, and they are often made to feel as outsiders in their
own country. Once the administration tags the family's involvement in the terror act, the once
friendly brotherhood turns hostile towards the Ali family the walls of their house are smeared
with slogans “Go Back to Pakistan”. The Public Prosecutor Santosh Anand (Ashutosh Rana)
leaves no leaf unturned to prove the family's involvement in the terror act. Bilal who is tired,
ashamed, confused, saddened, humiliated and tortured suffers a massive heart attack and
passes away on his way to the hospital. Aarti now is determined to get her entire family
acquitted from the case. She justifies the non involvement of the family in the terror attack and
proves their innocence. The climax scene shows Murad Ali expressing his view on the entire
situation where he says, “Mere ghar mei mera swagat karne ka haq unhe kisne diya? Ye mera
bhi utna hi ghar hai jitna ki aap ka aur agar aap meri daadhi aur Osama Bin Laden Ki  dadhi
mei fark nahi kar pa rahe toh bhi mujhe haq hai meri sunna nibhan neka” After the verdict the
Judge (Kumud Sharma) in the closing statement states “Agar koi samaaj mein acche aur bureka
bhed bhaav kareen, toh ghar pe calendar mein dekh lena election ke liye kitne din baki hain-
The statement perfectly sums up the fact how our nation is fooled in the guise of 'Dharma' and
'Desh - Bhakti'

Any film that does not demonize but talks of peace and brotherhood, in these dark,
cynical times, is to be lauded. 'Mulk' is such a film that concerns us all. More than a film it is voice
of that marginalized section of Indian society which is trying relentlessly to get rid of the
prejudice around their community in the contemporary world. It is indeed a beautiful film apt for
the present scenario where the question of identity is at the helm. In today's communally delicate
times when a person's patriotism is questioned based  on his religion 'Mulk' hits the right chord.



A communication can lay its basis on two aspects: TRUST and COOPERATION. In order
to communicate well with each other both these aspects need to be at par with each other
between both the sender and receiver of the message.
Depending on the relation you share with the sender or the receiver of the message, you may
have three varied levels of conversation.

1. Defensive- just trying to keep up with the conversation or perhaps trying to get rid of each
other.

2. Respectful- a level at which either the sender or receiver is in a stage of compromise to let
the communication go smooth.

3. Synergistic- a level at which both the sender and receiver are in a win-win situation
because of their liking for each other. At this level individuals enable themselves with
problem solving abilities.

When we communicate, we tend to take things for granted, words for granted, emotions
for granted. If only we were diligent enough to work over our ability to speak and hear out, we
would live in a society where tranquillity and consonance would reside.

- MRS. ULRIKA RODRIGUES



from one's circumstances as it does from your mind. It's an advice to calm your mind and make
it simple.

It's always good to keep your past somewhere in your heart as it is something you have
experienced from life not just like that but by giving few precious years of your life. Learning
from past and making your present worth is where the past should be recalled and not to
being stuck with the same thing that is likely to ruin your future and will leave you with a life full
of regrets and sadness.

“No amount of regretting can change the past, and no amount of worrying
can change the future.”

So, Live your present without any regrets and feel the positive vibes, and put up a
real smile on your face
And about your future!!

Is it the same today what you have planned a long back?? It's a big NO.
So, Leave it all with the almighty, he can plan it better than us.

“If you want to be happy, do not dwell in the past, do not worry about the future, focus on
living fully in the present.”

-Roy T. Bennett

- MS. FARHEEN KHAN



abundantly our subconscious mind is just like a magnetized piece of iron which will lift about
twelve times its own weight. But if you demagnetize this same piece of iron, it will not lift even
a feather. Similarly, there is a beautiful saying in Bible, "Whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer,
believing, ye shall receive". Once Enrico Caruso, the great operatic tenor, was struck with stage
fright. Trembling, he said, “I can't sing. They will all laugh at me. My career is finished.” He
turned to go back to his dressing room. Then suddenly, he stopped and shouted, “The Little
Me is trying to strangle the Big Me within!” He turned towards the stage again and stood taller.
“Get out of here.” He commanded, addressing the Little Me. “The Big Me wants to sing
through me.” By Big Me, Caruso meant the limitless power and wisdom of his subconscious
mind. He began to shout, “Get out, get out, the Big ME is going to sing!” His subconscious
mind responded by releasing the vital forces within him. When the call came, he walked out on
stage and sang gloriously and majestically. The audience was enthralled. Most of the students
were interviewed and it was found that they had a material cold before the exam, and they all
remembered all the answers after the exam. But when they were in the classroom staring
down at a blank exam booklet, their mind went totally blank! “One of the student named
Sheila studied the working of her subconscious mind. Every night and morning, she began to
imagine her parents congratulating her on her wonderful record. This helped in directing her
conscious mind accordingly. After following this procedure, she had no trouble passing her
subsequent exams. Fear is a negative thought in your mind. Supplant it with a constructive
thought. Nothing is more powerful than faith in God and the good.
Source: www.greatthoughtstreasury.com

- MRS. VANESSA PEREIRA



 We all say 'proud to be an Indian' but many of us never think of it when we throw
wrappers, empty packets of biscuits or other fast food out in the open from a train or on the
road wherever we can. We never think of it while crossing railway tracks even when overhead
bridges and subways are provided. Many of us never think what impact it may have on a
foreigner when we spit everywhere at public places.

All of us curse our ministers or our systems for corruption but we are ready to pay bribe
in order to get our work done. Students try their best to copy in the exams. Many of us are
ready to pay donation for getting admission when demanded.

Closing the taps after use at the public places, switching off fans in trains when not
needed are our national duties. If water is wasted at public places indiscriminately, it will one
day lead to water crisis which will affect us. Electricity wasted in trains and other public places
or even private place may lead to more demand of electricity which in turn may need more
amount of coal for producing electricity. If amount of coal is not enough, government may
have to import it which may be a very expensive thing.

Whenever we do something we should not just think of ourselves but also of our
society and our country. Students should switch off the fans and tube lights in the class when
not necessary and even to close the taps after use in the washrooms and bathrooms. Just
reading this and agreeing with it, saying it is right, is not enough. Changes should be visible
through our actions.

We all talk of changing society but change should first come from within. Otherwise
issues mentioned above would force us to change. We should always keep in mind the
examples of countries like Bhutan, Israel, Japan, and Vietnam where citizens care for their
country with utmost discipline.

Change should come from our each and every action. If we want our country to be
developed, from this moment itself we should take an oath that “I will not do anything which
may make the surrounding dirty. I will never waste water, electricity or other natural resources.
I will await things which are not in the interest of my nation”.

I will always remember the line by Mahatma Gandhi, “ Be the change that you wish to
see in the world”.

- Mr. Vishal Singh











“Today my best friend slapped me in the face.”
They kept on walking until they found an oasis, where they decided to take a bath. The one
who had been slapped got stuck in the mire and started drowning, but the friend saved him.
After he recovered from his shock, he wrote on a stone, “Today my best friend saved my life.”
The friend who had slapped and saved his best friend asked him, “After I hurt you, you wrote it
down in the sand and now, you write on a stone, why?”

The other friend replied, “When someone hurts us we should write it down in the sand
where winds of forgiveness can erase it away. But, when someone does something good for us,
we must engrave it in stone where no wind can ever erase it.”
Moral of the story: Don't value the things you have in your life. Value those who you have in
your life.

Enjoy the moment – Yesterday is gone,
Never to be experienced again;

Tomorrow is uncertain,
A candle that burns unseen.

The present alone can be lived:
Do not seek to borrow from yesterday's joy,

Nor entrust your happiness to tomorrow's hands.

Source: https://www.motivation-for-dreamers.com/inspirational-poems
https://www.ba-bamail.com/

- MRS. HEMANGI SAWANT.



Thought flows in terms of stories - stories about events, stories about people and stories
about intentions and achievements.
The best teachers are the best storytellers.
We learn in the form of stories.
Watch your thoughts, for they become words.
Watch your words, for they become your actions.
Watch your action, for they become habits.
Watch your habits, for they become character.
Watch your character, it becomes your destiny.
The great end of education is to discipline rather than to furnish the mind.
To train it, to the use of its own powers, rather than fill it with the accumulation of others.
An education isn't how much you have committed to memory, or even how much you
know.
It's knowing where to go to find out what you need to know and knowing how to use the
information you get.
Source: www.edgalaxy.com

- MS. USHA UGREJIYA

SOME GOOD THOUGHTS

Give more than you planned to, hang on to your dreams
Ignore those who try to discourage you, just do it !

Keep on trying. No matter, how hard it seems, it will get easier.
Love yourself first and most. Make it happen

Never lie, cheat or steal, always strike a fair deal.
Open your eyes, and see things as they really are. Practice makes perfect.

Quitters never win, and winners never quit.
Read, study and learn about everything important in your life.

Stop procrastinating.
Take control of your own destiny.

Understand yourself in order to better understand others. Visualize it
Want it more than anything. Accelerate your efforts.

You are unique of all of God's creations. Nothing can replace you.
Zero in on your target and go for it!

Source: www.thereminder.com
- MS. USHA UGREJIYA



usually suffer from depression and anxiety, pushing them to destructive habits like smoking,
alcoholism or drug abuse. Millions of children are forced to work in the most unhygienic work
conditions. According to Census data, there are over 82 lakh child labourers (aged between 5 –
14 years) in India. With such a huge number of children employed in menial jobs without
education, how can India achieve her goals?

The Indian Government must take some proactive measures to stop this problem of
child labour and must ensure education for them. Undoubtedly there are many laws against
child labour, however their poor implementation is responsible for the continuation of the
problem.

Globally renowned  Save The Child is working to make child
trafficking "socially and culturally unacceptable”. Now that you have got a glimpse of the
immediate threat that child labour poses, you should consider how you can swiftly contribute
to ending it.

Child Rights NGO

'A CHILD IS MEANT TO LEARN NOT TO EARN'
STOP CHILD LABOUR !!

- MS. RAJNI NIGAM

https://brainly.in/question/1189048



same objectives at a much lower cost. ISRO's Chandrayan mission is one such example. India's
second moon mission Chandrayan - 2 was successfully launched on 22nd July 2019 from
Shriharikota Space Station. A new history is created by India. It is a proud moment for all of us.
People will be able to see the darker side of the moon. Chandrayan 2 space craft have three
modules a lander (Vikram), an Orbiter and Rover (Pragyan). The primary objective of ISRO to
launch Chandrayan 2 is to demonstrate the ability to soft-land on the lunar surface and
operate a robotic rover on the surface of moon. Scientific goals are to study lunar topography
mineralogy, elemental abundance, the lunar exosphere and signatures of hydroxyl and water
ice. The craft reached on the moon's orbit on 20th  August, 2019 and began orbital positioning
manoeuvres for the landing of the Vikram lander. Vikram and the rover were scheduled to land
on the near side of the moon in the south pole region. However on 7th September, 2019 the
lander deviated from its intended trajectory at around 2.1 Kilometer from landing and lost
communication. While initial reports suggested a crash, the lander has been spotted on the
surface via thermal imaging and appears intact. Mission control is trying to establish contact
with the lander. The Orbitor, part of the mission with eight scientific instruments, remains
operational and will continue it's seven year mission to study the moon. If this mission is
successful, India will become the fourth country after the US, Russia and China to conduct a
soft landing on the moon and the first country to land close to the lunar south pole on its first
attempt.

Source : Wikipedia
www.indiatoday.in

- JOYCE BARBOZE



- MRS. JIDNYASA JADHAV



- MRS. MELVINA V. LOPES





Harry Potter has always been my favourite read and J. K. Rowling, as every Potterhead will tell
you, is the best author in the world. So it's really hard to describe the feelings I have about this
series in short because I can write a whole new novel about it. But I have quite a few fascinating
things to tell about the Deathly Hallows.'Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows' is the seventh
and the last book in the 'Harry Potter Series' written by the British Author J.K Rowling.

It is a story about a boy named Harry Potter whose mom and dad were killed by a dark
wizard name Lord Voldemort. When Harry turns 11 he gets to know that he happens to be a
wizard and that he has a place in Hogwarts school of Witchcraft and Wizardry, in the magical
world. Harry has great adventures in the coming years Hogwarts, Ron and Hermione become
his best friends and this trio discovers enthralling secrets about Hogwarts, the wizarding world
and in turn about Lord Voldemort who's the main villain of the storyline. Two mentionable
characters are Professor Dumbledore whom Harry likes the most and second one is Professor
Snape whom loathes the most.

In this book which is mentioned earlier, is the last book Harry Potter discovers about
Deathly Hallows which is a group of three items those whoever shall be possessing will be the
master of death and power. The trio also discovers that Voldemort had made fragments of his
soul and converted them into Horcruxses which are objects in which one's soul can be trapped
for becoming immortal....and that if they destroy all the which were seven, they
can defeat Voldemort. But while destroying the Harry founds out about this
horrifying fact that he himself happens to be one of the So he decides that he'll
surrender to Lord Voldemort to kill him as a Horcurx and asks Ron and Hermione to kill the rest
of them. But because he embraces death with a brave heart he stays alive and at the end
defeats Voldemort.

In this journey many people who were close to Harry were killed like Dumbledore, his
godfather Sirius Black, Ron's brother George etc. But at the end I realised a beautiful fact that in
Harry Potter it's not the magic which makes the series amazing but the values which J. K.
Rowling teaches us like friendship, love, bravery, intelligence, etc. And also worth mentioning
is J. K. Rowling's writing style which will make this book a classic in future. God bless J. K.
Rowling, God bless Harry Potter and God bless all the Potterheads.

Horcruxses,
Horcruxses,

Horcruxses.

YASH KEREKAR
(12th Science)
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DUSSEHRA

ACTING WORKSHOP
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CARRER GUIDANCE SEMINAR 

PRERNA DIVAS
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DEDICATORY WEEK 
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YOGA DAY CELEBRATION 

INDEPENDENCE DAY
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GANPATI CELEBRATION 2019

NAVRATRI CELEBRATION 2019
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LIC COMMITTEE VISIT
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NET SET CLASSES
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PALETTE
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PALETTE 2019 - 20
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PHOTGRAPHY SEMINAR

RANGOLI COMPETITION
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SOLO SINGING COMPETITION 

TREE PLANTATION
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SPORTS DAY
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SPORTS DAY
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GOPAL KALA

FRESHER'S PARTY 
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ANNUAL DAY 2018 - 19
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EXTEMPORE COMPETITION

OTHER COLLEGE EVENTS
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COLLEGE ACCOLADES IN THE NEWS



Address: Opp. Jivdani Paanch Payari, Chandansar Road,

Virar (E), Tal. Vasai, Dist. Palghar & +91-90499 44194.

PADMASHREE BHAUSAHEB VARTAK COLLEGE

£75 years of Rich Legacy in the field of 
Education

£Well Qualified & Excellent Staff

£Result Oriented Objectives

£Curriculum packed with variety of activities

£Coaching in Sports, Drama & Dance 

Salient Features:

£Huge & Well Equipped Hall

£Information Technology Lab

£Colossal Library

£Spacious Gymkhana

£Huge Playground

£Hi-Tech Science Lab

£Regular Adventure Camps & Industrial Visits

£NCC & DLLE Programmes

Facilities:
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